• PCH Retail Partners VII, LLC (dba Emjay) is a cannabis retail
company with a focus on tech-enabled brick & mortar and delivery
• Emjay and its Los Angeles Sherbinskis branded retail concept have
drawn extensive media coverage, built strategic brand
partnerships, and received glowing reviews from both loyal and
first time customers
• We offer the same menu at the same competitive prices through
both brick and mortar and delivery, driving greater sales which
lead to more jobs, taxes, and donations to the cities in which we
operate

BEST SELECTION OF
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
FOR DELIVERY OR INSTORE PICKUP

WE FOCUS ON HIRING
AMAZING TALENT +
STRONG TRAINING AND
DEVELOPMENT

WE PASS OUR SAVINGS
ONTO OUR CUSTOMERS
WITH EQUAL PRICING
IN-STORE AND ONLINE

CLICK FOR VIDEO OF LOS
ANGELES RETAIL
OPERATIONS
https://bit.ly/3qBrFZb

• Emjay is operated by a lean team of experienced professionals,
and led by Chris Vaughn and Daniel Leeb
• Chris Vaughn, CEO, Co-Founder (Emjay & Saucey)
• Seasoned entrepreneur and leader in the tech, beverage,
alcohol, and cannabis industries
• Experience working closely with regulators and legislators at
both the community and the state level to focus on initiatives
that help drive industries forward
• Former CEO & Founder of Jarvus (acq. by textPlus)
• Worked with some of the largest and most forward-thinking
brands in the world on their growth, marketing, and
corporate strategies (including AB-InBev, Pernod Ricard,
Universal Music, Tesco, Diageo, Bevmo, and 7-Eleven)

•

Daniel Leeb, COO, Co-Founder (Emjay & Saucey)
•

Veteran operator and entrepreneur spanning the publishing,
beverage, alcohol, and cannabis industries

•

Scaled operations at Emjay (to mid-7 figures monthly from a
single location) and Saucey (overseeing partner operations
to over 350 cities, serving millions of customers annually)

•

Former head of mobile client teams and revenue at textPlus, running strategy, planning, execution, and
deployment to a user base of more than 70 million people

•

Previously, founder and Editor-in-Chief of Leveled Magazine; founder of Reach Interactive

• In partnership with Sherbinskis, a leading cannabis lifestyle
and flower brand, Emjay launched its flagship operating
location in the heart of Los Angeles on Fairfax Avenue, a
mecca for streetwear fashion and culture
• Emjay utilizes differentiated retail banners to target
localized customer segments
• We currently run all of our storefront and delivery
transactions out of the 2,000 square foot space, forcing
management to maximize volume through both segments
of the business with restricted resources
• By optimizing operations, management increased sales
from January 2020 to September 2020 by 950%
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• After cofounding Saucey in 2014 and licensing its technology to Emjay, Chris Vaughn and Dan Leeb announced
their merger in October 2020, combining operations and reducing purchasing friction between alcohol and
cannabis
• With the merger of Saucey, Emjay acquired access to its experienced e-commerce team, +1M registered users
and years of consumer data across alcohol, tobacco and convenience purchasing
• By offering delivery through both Emjay and Saucey, the combined company unlocks unique customer
acquisition channels for cannabis, and captures more cross industry data than any cannabis company in the
world
• By introducing a cannabis offering to Saucey’s users, management believes it can rapidly accelerate Emjay’s
growth and brand awareness by leveraging hundreds of thousands of users in Emjay’s target markets

• The capital structure of PCH Retail Partners VII consists of the principals of The Inception Companies, a
leading cannabis investment firm with extensive experience analyzing, investing in, and shaping the legal
cannabis industry
INCEPTION CANNABIS PLATFORM
▪ Successful history of direct investments and
advisory including, but not limited to:

THE | INCEPTION | COMPANIES

+$100M

PRINCIPAL CAPITAL INVESTED

5 INVESTMENT PROFESSIONALS
2 OFFICES GLOBALLY

• We have identified and signed a lease for the real estate at 211 E Fifth Street, which provides ample square
footage to construct a premium retail store with a full delivery depot to service the City of Oxnard
• The location consists of 2,500 square
feet of commercial real estate
• Upon receipt of a retail license, we will
immediately commence construction,
forming new rooms to separate the
sales floor from back offices, dispatch
area, warehouses, and a secured
storage vault
• Located centrally in Oxnard and with
nearby access to major streets like
Oxnard Blvd, this location is ideal to
both operate efficient delivery and
drive in-person retail
• Oxnard’s proximity to the 101
Freeway is also ideal for delivery
operations, which would further
increase tax revenue and donations
within Oxnard

• Emjay is committed to giving back to the City of Oxnard through monetary support and volunteer support to
various organizations on an ongoing basis

GRANTED AS A
PERCENTAGE OF
GROSS RECEIPTS

MONTHLY EVENTS
TO CLEAN UP
OUR COMMUNITY

FUNDS RAISED TO
BENEFIT A LOCAL
NON-PROFIT

• Emjay has modeled 2.5% of
its gross receipts to be
donated to the City of
Oxnard

• Targeted efforts designed
around keeping Oxnard safe
and clean for its citizens

• Emjay will hold one
fundraising event per quarter
to benefit local non-profit
initiatives and organizations

• Estimated $236k contribution
in Year 1 and $586k
contribution in Year 3
• Cash flow positive operations
allow for flexibility for
increased donation total

• Events include trash pickup
days, painting events, and
renovations for surrounding
businesses and buildings

• 100% of proceeds will be
donated to an impactful
501(c)3 organization in
Oxnard

• We hire and train a tight-knit team of employees that are interested in the work they take part in, engaged in
the Company’s mission of providing high quality products to customers, and willing to learn and grow with the
Company
•

- Our mission is to hire at least 75% of our workforce from the City of Oxnard, while
maintaining staffing levels that guarantee Oxnard residents are working at least 75% of the hours of operation

•

- Our mission is to hire at least 75% of our workforce from the City of Oxnard, while maintaining
staffing levels that guarantee Oxnard residents are working at least 75% of the hours of operation

•

– We are committed to provide an equal opportunity workplace for people of
all backgrounds, ethnicities, genders, sexual orientations and physical disabilities; Emjay works closely with
organizations to hire from traditionally underrepresented groups in the workplace to drive increased
development in minority communities

A ROBUST DELIVERY OPERATION COMBINED WITH OUR IN-STORE RETAIL ALLOW
EMJAY TO HIRE MORE THAN 3X THE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES AT A TRADITIONAL
BRICK AND MORTAR DISPENSARY

•

>

– All Emjay employees are hired with a 2- to 3- month probationary
employment period consisting of rigorous training and evaluation; all employees will be provided with
opportunities for continuing professional development to rise through managerial roles at the Company

• Community involvement is woven into our corporate ethos, as we continue to sponsor local events in the
communities we operate, as well as broader organizational support for important social initiatives
• Emjay has been actively involved in supporting the Last Prisoner Project, with the opportunity to round-up
every order to donate to fight for a more equitable cannabis industry
• Over the 3 months since launch of our round-up initiative, we have raised over $10,000 for LPP from
rounding up orders and corporate matching, from over 11k donations to date
• Additionally, the principals of Emjay are actively involved in partnerships with the LAPD and with supporting
organizations like Toys 4 Tots

• We have engaged an outside consultant (Tony Torres of
Torres Consulting) to help drive community outreach efforts,
who has begun reaching out to various local groups that
support causes important to our organization and important to
the development of Oxnard
• With our initial community outreach and benefits initiatives,
we are working to form partnerships with organizations that
are addressing both poverty and farmworker labor protection
in Oxnard

Tony Torres

Emjay Community Outreach Consultant

• We are committed to providing patients and customers with the most current and accurate information
regarding the use of medicinal and recreational cannabis
• Emjay believes its patient and customer education and support are essential components to meeting all of our
customers’ wellness and medicinal needs

• Respect and professionalism
DRIVING OUR SALES
AND MARKETING
APPROACH

• Clarity into state and local laws

• Clear information into expected
effects and strength of product

• Purchase from any retailer

• A safe retail environment

• Accurately labeled and weighed,
quality product

• Product handled in an
appropriate and sanitary manner

• Customers will be provided helpful information and educational materials, including insight into consumption
options and ideal products for desired effects, as well as potential side effects that a cannabis user should be
made aware of
• Staff will maintain relationships with local substance abuse centers as a resource for any customers that
inquire about needing help

• We have instructed our architects to integrate LEED and eco-conscious practices in design and construction,
to include green building, water conservation, air quality control, and energy efficiency
• Ultimately, we plant to implement the following into our retail design, construction, and renovation of the
location in Oxnard, following the US Green Building Counsel and Advanced Energy Design Guide:

• Use locally-sourced construction materials to reduce transportation emissions
• Use rapidly renewable resources for building materials (e.g., bamboo, cork)
• Utilize construction materials that produce low levels of volatile organic compounds
• Integrate solar panels, if approved by the City of Oxnard
TARGETING
THEmaterials
LOWESTwith a solar reflectance index of 78 or higher
• Install roofing
ENVIRONMENTAL
• Install POSSIBLE
a high-efficiency HVAC and an economizer to save energy through free cooling
IMPACT
• Insulate HVAC piping and ductwork, and seal duct joints and seams

• Install energy efficient windows
• Install high efficiency plumbing fixtures and low-flow toilets

• Deploy fuel-efficient, hybrid, or electric vehicles for delivery fleet
• Utilize dynamic delivery to reduce the miles driven and time that cars are on the road

• Emjay plans to keep an open dialog with neighbors, in addition to an open dialog with the city of Oxnard. We
recognize, however, that misunderstandings and issues may arise. To proactively address any potential issues,
we will take the following measures for each potential nuisance:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

’

• Working with our waste management and odor control partner, Gaiaca, and with experience from operations
at our existing Los Angeles retail, we have designed a thorough odor control plan
• Our odor control plan utilizes top-of-the-line infrastructure improvements paired with extensive employee
training to ensure minimal impact on our operation’s surroundings

• Effective sealing throughout the building to
ensure no odors escape
• Air inside the facility will be filtered, exhausted,
and replaced with fresh air multiple times per
hour
• Installation by fully-licensed HVAC professionals
with experience in cannabis air filtration
• Create an imbalance of air pressure between
rooms through the installation of fans
• Intake and exhaust vents are located in the
ceilings of all rooms prone to cannabis odors
• Ventilation lines will utilize insulated ducting with
carbon filtration throughout
• Prefilters are utilized to minimize carbon filter
degradation

• Inspection of filtration system every three
months to determine proper replacement
schedules for carbon filtration
• Store managers are to conduct a broader
inspection of the entire facility every morning
before opening, noting any cannabis odors
• Any required repairs will be immediately taken
care of, with proper maintenance records stored
• All staff will be trained to report any smells to
the Store Manager, who will follow company
protocol per maintenance procedures
• Under no circumstances will an employee or
customer be allowed to open cannabis products
on premises

• Emjay has engaged Gaiaca as its waste management and environmental impact experts, developing a waste
management plan to limit any negative impact to the community
• Improper cannabis waste management can impose risk such as theft/vandalism of trash enclosures, disposal of
harmful chemicals into traditional waste bins, and danger to the safety of others from exposure to hazardous
cannabis byproducts
• An appropriate waste management plan ensures that the Company will operate under safe conditions, not
only mitigating employee and public risk, but also allowing the Company to perform with respect to the local
and global environment
• The Company is proactively taking the necessary steps to set the highest industry standard, by ensuring
compliance to cannabis waste disposal requirements set forth by State Law (Bureau of Cannabis Control
[BCC], California Code of Regulations, Title 16, Div. 42 Bureau of Cannabis Control, Article 7 “Return and
Destructions”, Section 5054 “Destruction of Cannabis Goods Prior to Disposal”), as well as the regulations
established under the City of Oxnard commercial medical and adult use cannabis regulations, as it pertains to
waste management

• The Company anticipates generating non-hazardous streams of waste consisting of defective, expired, or noncompliant cannabis product in mixed packaging (flower, extract, pre-roll, edible, beverage, tincture, topical,
vaporizer, etc.), as well as retired product displays
• Waste generated from the facility will be managed by Gaiaca

